Autographed Book Order Form
On ________________(day and date) children’s book author Polly Holyoke will visit our school. Polly is
the author of The Neptune Project and The Neptune Challenge, undersea adventure stories published by
Disney-Hyperion for ages 10-14.

About the Books: The Neptune Project is set in a future where the seas are rising and wars and
famines wrack the surface world. Nere Hanson and her teen companions are shocked to learn that they
have been genetically engineered by their desperate parents to live in the sea. Protected by her loyal
dolphins, shy Nere leads the rest on a perilous journey to her father’s new colony. In The Neptune
Challenge, Nere and her friends must go on a dangerous rescue mission and retrieve a secret that may
help to save the oceans and our planet from climate change.

What Reviewers are saying:
“This suspenseful, undersea dystopia should keep middle schoolers hooked…” Kirkus Reviews
“The novel hits hot button issues, especially global warming and its consequences, but should be popular with
readers who are looking for a slightly different dystopian adventure or those who just dream of living in the
ocean and playing with dolphins.” School Library Journal

Recognitions: The Neptune Project was selected to state reading lists in TX, MD, FL, HI and OH.
How to Order: If you would like your student(s) to own a signed copy of The Neptune Project, The
Neptune Challenge, or The Neptune Promise, please complete the bottom portion of this letter and
return it to school by________________.

_______________________________________________________________
Polly Holyoke Author Visit Book Order Form
Bookseller:_________________________________________________________________________
School Name:___________________________ Teacher’s name:_______________________________
PLEASE INSCRIBE THIS BOOK TO:________________________________________________________
Title___________________Price w/Tax _____________Quantity___________

Total_______

The Neptune Project

$

_________

$___________

The Neptune Challenge

$__________

_________

$ ___________

The Neptune Promise

$__________

_________

$___________

TOTAL:

$__________

__________

$___________

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: ______________________________________________

